DESSERT
MENU

Mimosa
£7.95

This cocktail is composed
of one part champagne,
Orange Juice & Triple Sec

Cham Cham
£7.95
One for the ladies!
Chambord topped up
with Prosecco

CLASSIC DESSERTS
OLIVELLO TIRAMISU

£5.95

Homemade to our own secret recipe

CHOCOLATE FUDGE CAKE

£5.95

Warm 3 layers chocolate fudge cake served with ice cream

STICKY TOFFEE PUDDING

£5.95

Homemade Sticky toffee pudding is a very moist sponge cake made with finely
chopped dates, covered in a toffee sauce

BANOFFEE PIE

£5.95

Fresh slices of banana on a biscuit base, covered with caramel, fresh cream and
decorated with chocolate flakes

PROFITEROLES

£5.95

Soft choux pastries filled with a superb Chantilly cream, all covered with
chocolate cream

GLUTEN FREE TIRAMISU GF

£6.50

Classic tiramisu cream with sponge cake soaked in coffee

GLUTEN FREE BROWNIE GF

£6.50

Based on a layer of soft brownies, covered with creamy hazelnut and cocoa
crumble

MIXED ICE CREAM

£4.95

Mixture of vanilla, strawberry and chocolate

NUTELLA &
MASCARPONE CALZONE
Perfect for Sharing!

FOR ONE £6.95
THE PREMIUM
CHEESECAKE
£5.95
Lovingly hand made, supplied daily
by our local supplier Sophellies

TRIO CHEESECAKE
£6.95
Three mini cheesecakes served with double cream.
Perfect for Sharing!
Please ask a member of staff for what’s available.

TAKE A LOOK AT OUR
DESSERT COUNTER
TAKE OUT AVAILABLE
Customers are advised that some dishes may contain nuts.
GF = Gluten Free
Allergen information is available, please ask a member of staff.

DESSERT WINE
VIN SANTO CHIANTI SERELLE, RUFFINO
175ML
£5.95
BOTTLE

£22.95

LIQUEUR COFFEE £5.50
IRISH COFFEE
BAILEYS
TIA MARIA
COINTREAU
AMARETTO
BRANDY

TEAS
ENGLISH TEA

£1.95

GREEN TEA

£2.25

EARL GREY TEA

£2.25

CAMOMILE TEA

£2.25

PEPPERMINT TEA

£2.25

GINGER & LEMON TEA

£2.25

COFFEES
FLAT WHITE

£2.50

A blend of espresso with steamed milk

AMERICANO

£2.20

CAPPUCCINO

£2.50

Rich espresso coffee with delicious steamed and foamed milk

LATTE

£2.50

Rich espresso coffee with steamed milk

ESPRESSO

£2.25

Intense coffee with a rich golden crème

MACHIATO

£2.25

A blend of double espresso with foamed milk

MOCHA

£2.75

A blend of espresso & hot chocolate with foamed milk

HOT CHOCOLATE

£2.50

Delicious milk based with hot chocolate

DECAF COFFEE AVAILABLE
ADD SHOT OF FLAVOUR EXTRA 50P EACH
Vanilla, Caramel & Hazelnut Syrup

